
Video Packages

All video is shot at 1080p 30p unless otherwise stated. Completed product will be 
available online per a private link and USB drive. Blu-Ray can be purchased as add on 
and also available on DVD but quality will be downgraded to a suitable format. 

Economy: Includes 1 Main camera in back. A second camera that will be hand held for 
closeups etc. Simple editing will be done on the color and look of video. No trailer is 
included in this package but can be added on. $199

Standard: Includes Economy package plus a 3rd camera setup in a second fixed 
position. A few more details will be added into the completed edit. $299

Advanced: Includes Basic package plus a 4rd camera operated by a second 
videographer. . A more advanced edit will be done on video including effects and 
transitions where needed. This also includes a trailer video. $450

Professional: Includes Advanced package plus audio system setup with fully monitored
audio and personal microphones. Also includes 5th camera placed in a 3rd position. (this 
is usually a GoPro style camera placed up high) $699

ADD Ons: 

4K- All video will be recorded in 4K quality (please allow an additional 2 weeks for 
completion due to rendering times) 

360- A 360 degree view camera will be added to add a fun aspect to you video.

Drone- Drone footage can be added on to any video. This requires a separate contract 
and is dependent upon FAA and weather requirements. 

Audio- A monitored sound system will be setup and microphones added to control 
vocals and music. This is included with the Advanced package. 

BLU-RAY- additonal 25 dollars to have footage recorded to Blu-Ray
DVD- additonal 30 dollars to have footage recorded to DVD (this is due to converting)

Trailer- $100  This includes purchasing of song license which is around 60 dollars. 




